PROMOTIONAL PRODUCT EXTENSIONS FOR SAP BUSINESS ONE

Zoom
The Zoom extension improves navigation and provides additional functionality to SAP’s
already powerful toolkit.

While updating a Sales
Opportunity, the user selects a
Customer, then tabs off.

Next, Zoom runs in the
background determining what,
if any action(s) should be taken

User-defined Zoom
Tells SAP Business
One to default up to
10 values and then
skip to the next
entry, which can be
on a different tab.

This all happens
in just one TAB

The Zoom tool provides the user the ability to optimize navigation automatically while filling in key fields.
Zoom provides:


 The ability to jump from any field to most other fields.
While skipping prompts, default these values on the way to the default destination
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Zoom Professional
Zoom Advanced provides additional functionality, allows for more defaults and the
ability to call Pop-up screens.






Defaults can be database driven
Defaults can be formulas
Pop-up screens
Pop-up change tracking
Allows jumping to ANY field

Current & Future Zoom Processors
For even more functions additional processors can be plugged into Zoom. These
processors can be added à la carte.

Screen Painter Processor
One example of the processors, the SPP (Screen Painter Processor) can be seen
below. The SPP allows using the SAP Screen Painter to generate complete data
input screens that can be popped from anywhere in SAP Business One.

To learn more about Zoom, or to get your copy of the Zoom Shareware visit our website
at www.abbasoft.com, and then click on Products.

** Not all processors are available at this time **
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